
PE BOWLING STUDY GUIDE 
 
-There are 10 pins set up in each frame of the game of bowling. 
 
-The front pin, when all pins are set up, is called the Head Pin. 
 
-There are 10 frames in a game of bowling 
 
-Each player gets two bowls (deliveries) in frames 1-9 in attempt to knock down all 10 pins. 
 
-Frame 10: each bowler has a chance to get a bonus roll, if they bowl a strike or spare for the first two bowls of the frame.  
 
-Foul: You will receive a foul (and no score for that delivery) if you step over the foul line  
 
-Gutter: This is the section either side of the lane where the ball ends up should it come off the lane.  No pinfall is obtained 
if the ball goes into the gutter. 
 
-Open Frame: An open frame occurs when there are pins left standing after two balls. There is no penalty for an open 
frame, other than that of failing to gain the bonuses for a strike or a spare. When an open frame is made simply add those 
pins knocked down to the total in the previous frame. 
 
-A strike is a term used in bowling to indicate that all of the pins have been knocked down with the first ball of a frame. On 
a bowling score sheet, a strike is symbolized by an X. A strike is scored by adding 10, plus the next two bowls. 
 
-A spare is a term used in bowling to indicate that all of the pins have been knocked down after the second ball of a frame. 
A spare is scored by adding 10 plus the next one bowl.  
 
-When scoring the 10th frame, just add up all numbers.  
 
-Double: Occurs when 2 strikes in a row are bowled. 
 
-3 strikes bowled consecutively is known as a "turkey".  
 
-Any longer string of strikes is referred to by a number affixed to the word "bagger," as in "four-bagger" for four consecutive 
strikes. 
 
-A perfect bowling game is scored at 300, achieved by bowling 12 strikes in a row in a single game: one strike in each of the 
first nine frames, and three more in the tenth frame. 
 
-Grip: middle and ring finger go inside of the side by side holes, and the thumb goes into the single hole. First and pinky lay 
flat on the ball. 
 
-When bowling a ball, your opposite foot is your font plant foot, and your same side foot is your slide/swing foot.  
 

 

 


